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Abstract— This paper introduces a path planning algorithm
that takes into consideration different locomotion modes in a
wheeled reconfigurable rover. Power consumption and traction
are estimated by means of simplified dynamics models for each
locomotion mode. In particular, wheel-walking and normaldriving are modeled for a planetary rover prototype. These
models are then used to define the cost function of a path
planning algorithm based on fast marching. It calculates the
optimal path, in terms of power consumption, between two
positions, providing the most appropriate locomotion mode to
be used at each position. Finally, the path planning algorithm
was implemented in V-REP simulation software and a Martian
area was used to validate it. Results of this contribution also
demonstrate how the use of these locomotion modes would
reduce the power consumption for a particular area.

I. INTRODUCTION
Planetary exploration is nowadays in the spotlight since
space agencies have been preparing different missions to
place rovers in other planets and satellites [1]. The aim
of these rovers is to carry instruments while moving towards scientifically interesting places. Currently, the European Space Agency is organizing the ExoMars mission,
whose objective is to place a rover in the Martian surface in 2020 [2]. This rover has a triple bogie suspension
based on an actuated 6x6x6 DoF kinematic configuration:
6 wheel, 6 steering and 6 walking motors [3]. Due to past
missions have shown the difficulties the rover may encounter
traversing certain terrains such as soft soil in dunes [4],
this configuration enables the rover to use a wheel-walking
locomotion mode. It was experimentally demonstrated that
improves traction in loose soil [5]. Furthermore, a similar
locomotion mode, called inching locomotion, can be found
in [6], which was also experimentally validated. In particular,
they used a testbed that showed the displacement of soil
during its interaction with a wheel. So, they demonstrated
the source of the tractive improvement. However, while there
is so much research on modeling wheel-soil interaction in
normal driving locomotion [7], to the authors knowledge,
there are no works related to wheel-walking. Modeling of
this locomotion mode arises useful to decide whether it
may be suitable for given terrain features. Moreover, this
decision may be included in a particular path planning
algorithm, whose aim would be the minimization of power
consumption.
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As regards this kind of path planning algorithms, E.
Rohmer et al. [8] proposed a method based on two stages:
first, they used the Dijkstra path planning algorithm to choose
the best path; and second, they used another algorithm to
choose the best locomotion mode for each point in the
previously planned path. Nevertheless, this method would
not be able to optimize the total cost of the planned path
in terms of power consumption. The main reason is because
the locomotion modes are not considered during the path
planning stage.
This paper proposes two simplified dynamics models for
the normal driving and wheel-walking locomotion modes,
which provides information about their power consumption
for different friction and slip coefficient values. The comparison is then used to define a cost function that provides
the best locomotion mode and its cost. Then, it is used
in a modified fast marching path planning algorithm [9],
which provides the optimal and smoothest path plan, and the
corresponding locomotion mode at every planned position.
Finally, parameters of the ExoTeR rover [5], a triple-bogie
lab rover prototype owned by the European Space Agency,
have been used to setup the model parameters. Moreover,
the path planning algorithm has been implemented in VREP, using the ExoTeR rover and a Martian area within the
simulation scene.
II. LOCOMOTION MODES
As previously stated, this paper studies the use of two
locomotion modes to minimize power consumption: wheelwalking and normal driving. Each one provides a better
performance of the rover displacement depending on terrain
and rover features. Many aspects should be taken into
consideration, however, the main issue is the fact that the
energy available for the rover is not infinite, i.e. the power
consumption of motors should be optimized. As a result, it
strongly influences on the selection of the rover locomotion
mode for traversing a determined path.
To calculate the power consumption for both locomotion
modes, terrain features have been simplified by means of
two parameters [10]: dynamic friction (µ) and slip ratio (s).
The dynamic friction represents the rolling resistance, i.e.
the force that is opposed to the motion of the wheels; and
the slip ratio is the relation between the ground and wheel
velocity, which express whether the wheel is sliding or not.
These parameters are expressed as:
µ = Ff /FN
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account. So, using the d’Alembert principle [12], dynamics
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Fig. 1: Diagram of the proposed wheel-walking model where
positions, forces and torques are depicted.

where Ff is the friction force, FN is the normal force that
exerts the wheel over the ground, v is the linear ground
velocity of the rover, r is the wheel radius and w is the
angular velocity of the wheel. Although these parameters
could vary depending on the rover and terrain configuration,
e.g. velocity, soil features, wheel, etc. they could be obtained
through sensors and estimated using different algorithms
[11]. These parameters are used to model both locomotion
modes as follows.
A. Wheel-walking
The wheel-walking locomotion mode is represented in
Figure 1 for a rover with n = 2 wheels, where (xw1 , zw1 )
and (xw2 , zw2 ) represent the position of the wheel centers,
(xb , zb ) is the center of the rover body, which coincides with
the position of the walking motors, each one for each wheel.
On the other hand, θb1 and θb2 represent the angle of rotation
of the wheel leg with respect to the vertical. Relation between
positions and angles of the rover body are expressed as:
xb = xw1 − l · sin(θb1 )

(3)

zb = zw1 + l · cos(θb1 )

(4)

On the other hand, each wheel rotates an angle θw1 and θw2 .
Position of the center of the first wheel (xw1 , zw1 ) is used
as the reference; and position of the second wheel is defined
as:
xw2 = xb − l · sin(θb2 )
(5)
zw2 = zb − l · cos(θb2 )

(6)

To improve the explanation of this locomotion mode, dynamics of each actuated joint will be separately explained.
Starting from the first walking joint, it performs a forward
displacement (θb1 ) of the rover body around the first wheel.
The displacement is carried out by the action of the walking
motor torque (τb1 ) that also causes a contrary inertial force
in the XZ axis that depends on the mass of the rover body
mb . Moreover, the effect of the gravity g may be taken into

where the first line represents the motor dynamics defined
by the rotational damper Bm and the motor axis inertia Jm .
The rest of terms represent the rover body dynamics due to
the movement in the X and Z axis, translated into torques.
Also, mb is the the body mass that is divided by the number
of wheels n, g is the gravity and l is the distance between
the center of the body and wheel.
The wheel (xw1 , zw1 ) is attached to a bar that is moved
by the wheel-walking motor (τb1 ). This wheel performs a
movement to keep it locked with respect to the terrain, i.e.
the bar is moving as the walking motor. Dynamics of this
movement can be expressed as:
X
T = τw1 − Bm · θ̇w1 − Jw · θ̈w1
(8)
It is worth mentioning this wheel has a horizontal displacement due to the drawbar pull forces derived from the exerted
torque τb1 . This movement is carried out only when the
drawbar pull force Fdpw1 is higher than the friction force
µ · FN w1 . In this situation, dynamics of the movement can
be expressed as:
X
F = Fdpw1 − mw · ẍw1 − sgn(ẋw1 ) · µ · FN w1 = 0 (9)
where the drawbar pull force can be calcuated as:
τb1
· cos(θb1 )
Fdpw1 =
l
and the normal force is:
mb
τb1
FN w1 =
·g+
· sin(θb1 )
n
l

(10)

(11)

As regards the second walking joint (τb2 , θb2 ), its objective is
to keep the rover body centered and move forward the second
wheel (xw2 , yw2 ). For this purpose, the second walking
motor performs forward displacement (θb2 ), which causes
a contrary inertial force because of the forward movement
of the wheel and the vertical movement of the rover body.
Thus, dynamics can be expressed as:
X
T = τb2 − Bm · θ̇b2 − Jm · θ̈b2 −
mb
− mw · l · ẍw2 · cos(θb2 ) −
(z̈b + g) · l · sin(θb2 ) = 0
n
(12)
where mw is the wheel mass. Moreover, the movement of
this joint generates a drawbar pull force Fdpw2 that is defined
as:
τb2
Fdpw2 =
· cos(θb2 )
(13)
l
Finally, the wheel in (xw2 , yw2 ) has a motor that provides a
torque τw2 and it is also affected by the drawbar pull force

Fdpw2 (13) and the wheel friction as follows:
X
T = τw2 + Fdpw2 · r−
(
((
− Bm · θ̇w2 − (Jm + Jw ) · θ̈w2 − (
µ ·(
F(
N w2 · r = 0 (14)
where Jw represents the moment of inertia of the wheel. In
the case of this wheel, to avoid slip, it rolls at the same
velocity as it is moving because of the displacement in
θb2 . Therefore, taking into account experimental results from
[10], it can be assumed the friction coefficient is null (µ ≈ 0)
if there is no slip (s ≈ 0), therefore, the last term of (14)
can be removed.

In these equations, KT i is the motor torque constant, Vi the
voltage supplied, Ri the gear ratio for the i joint and n the
total number of wheels.
Summarizing this section, two locomotion modes have been
modeled taking into account the slip ration and dynamic
friction coefficient. It will allow to perform several simulations with the aim of estimating the energy required for each
locomotion mode depending on these parameters. Results of
these simulations will be used in next section to perform
a path planning, able to choose between both locomotion
modes.
III. PATH PLANNING

B. Normal driving
The normal driving locomotion mode represents the walking joints locked in a vertical position and a wheel rolling
by the action of a torque (τ ) that is generated by a motor.
It is assumed there is no generated torque from the walking
joints, i.e. τb1 = 0 and τb2 = 0 e.g. these joint are provided
with an electrical brake. Taking into account the wheel slip
(s) (2) when it is rolling, the transmitted drawbar pull force
(Fdp ) from a wheel (τ ,θ) to the rover body can be expressed
as:
τ
(15)
Fdp = (1 − s) ·
r
Relation between the angular rotation of the wheel (θ) and
the traversed distance (x) by the rover can be expressed as:
x = θ · r · (1 − s)

(16)

Therefore, translating the wheel–body dynamics into torques,
and using again the d’Alembert principle, equation that
represents the rover movement can be defined as:


X
Jw
mb
Bt
T = τ · (1 − s) −
+
· r · ẍ −
· ẋ
r
n
r
− µ · FN · r = 0 (17)
where FN = (mb /n) · g is the normal force exerted by the
wheel over the terrain because of the action of gravity.
C. Electrical power consumption
Each locomotion mode consumes more or less electrical
energy to advance depending on the terrain features. Therefore, the parameter P is introduced as the power required
to traverse a terrain at a certain velocity depending on µ
and s. Assuming the motors are linear, this parameter is
proportional to the sum of the motor torques. In the case
of the driving mode, P is obtained through (18). On the
other hand, although in wheel-walking such sum of torques
is not constant along the time, an equivalent constant power
can be obtained integrating all torques during an entire stride
and dividing the result by the elapsed time ∆t (19).
Pd =

n
X
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This section details the proposed path planning algorithm, whose main objective is to find the optimal path
for arriving at a desired destination with the least possible
energy consumed, taking into consideration the two modeled
locomotion modes.
First, the surface on which the path planning operates is
discretized into a mesh. It consists on a square grid where
the intersection of its lines are called nodes. Each node Nij ,
where i and j are the coordinates that indicate its location
on the grid, contains information about the features µij and
sij of the terrain on which it is placed.
The proposed path planning algorithm is based on the Fast
Marching method. It consists on calculating the expansion
of a wave that starts from the initial point and propagates to
the rest of nodes. As a result, a stationary potential field
with no local minimal points is obtained, whose values
indicate the minimum cost needed to arrive at each node.
Previous contributions [9] and [13] considered this cost as the
minimal arrival time. However, the proposed function cost
provides information about the power consumption using
both locomotion modes as explained below.
A. Cost Function
The amount of power required to arrive at a certain node
Nij is the Work (Wij ) the rover must generate. It is calculated
as the integration of Pij with respect to the elapsed time.
Therefore, the propagation wave at a rover constant velocity
vb can be calculated using the spatial derivative of Wij as:
Pij
Pij = W˙ij = ||∇Wij ||vb , ||∇Wij || =
vb

(20)

where the last expression is the proposed Eikonal equation
for the Fast Marching algorithm in terms of power consumption. As it is preferable to employ the least possible power,
Pij can be defined as:
Pij = min(Pww (µij , sij ), Pd (µij , sij ))

(21)

where Pww and Pd are the power needed for each locomotion
mode depending on the terrain features (µ and s) as defined
in (18) and (19) respectively. It is worth mentioning the value
of Pij /vb is always positive, so it is ensured that no local
minimums are created in the resulting potential field.

TABLE I: Simulation values

B. Potential Field
The discretized expression of (20) to be used in the Fast
Marching algorithm is the quadratic one presented in (22),
where Wij is calculated for each node Nij and Pij is obtained from (21). This expression ensures the resulting value
of Wij is a value higher than its respective neighbors. As
this expression is used only once for each node, the resulting
potential field is stationary. In this case, the parameters ∆x
and ∆y are the horizontal and vertical distance between
nodes respectively.
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As result, a potential field is created containing the values
of each Wij node.
C. Final Path extraction
The final step is to get the path, composed by a set of
waypoints Γ(k) = (Γx , Γy ) connecting the goal and starting
positions, by applying a Gradient Descent Method. This
method is implemented as follows: being K the total number
of waypoints, which depends on a step parameter called γ
(usually not larger than ∆x and ∆y) and having Γ(0) as the
start node and Γ(K) as the goal node, the position of the
rest of waypoints Γ(1), Γ(2), ...Γ(K −1) is determined using
equations (23) and (24). First, the partial derivatives in x and
y of Wij are Gxij and Gyij respectively. Then, the value of
such partial derivatives for a waypoint Γ(k) is interpolated
using its position (Γx , Γy ), obtaining as result Gx(Γ(k)) and
Gy(Γ(k)).
Γx (k − 1) = Γx (k) − γ · Gx(Γ(k))

(23)

Γy (k − 1) = Γy (k) − γ · Gy(Γ(k))

(24)
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IV. SIMULATION
To demonstrate the rover locomotion models and how
they are used to decide between them in the proposed path
planning algorithm, two different simulations were carried
out. First, both locomotion modes were simulated to obtain
the power consumption in terms of friction and slip ratio.
Afterwards, these results were used to calculate a path in
an area where both locomotion modes improved the power
consumption.
A. Locomotion modes
Simulation of both locomotion modes were carried out
using the ExoTeR [5] rover parameters (Table I). This rover
belongs to the European Space Agency and the aim is to
validate obtained results with it in the future. Equations (1)(19) were implemented in Matlab-Simulink. Rover speed was
fixed to 2 cm/s for both locomotion modes. As regards the
wheel-walking, initial and final step angles were the same
as used in previous experiments using the ExoTeR rover [5]:
−15o ≤ θ1,2 ≤ 15o .
Several simulations were performed using different values
of friction and slip ratio (Figure 2) using wheel-walking
(blue) and normal driving (green). As can be appreciated,
the wheel-walking power consumption keeps almost constant
(P ower ≈ 0.2kW ) for different values of friction and slip.
It is because this locomotion mode is only affected by the

To determine the locomotion mode chosen to arrive at each
waypoint Γ(k) a matrix L is created to indicate such mode
with a binary value according to equation (25).
(
0 , Pi,j = Pd (µij , sij )
Lij =
(25)
1 , Pi,j = Pww (µij , sij )
Interpolating each waypoint in the L matrix built from
equation (25) using its position gives a result rounded to 0
(normal driving) or 1 (wheel-walking).
To sum up, a fast marching algorithm has been used with
an Eikonal equation defined in terms of power consumption,
and a cost function that takes into account both locomotion
modes and its dependency with wheel-soil interaction parameters µ and s. As result, a smooth and continuous optimal
trajectory is obtained, taking advantage of the dynamics
models of both locomotion modes for different terrains.

Fig. 2: Instant power consumption by the ExoTeR rover for
each locomotion mode according to the values of slip ratio
and dynamic friction coefficient.

Fig. 3: Optimal paths using one locomotion mode (Path A) and both of them (Path B). Green and blue lines represent normal
driving and wheel-walking respectively. Total traverse distance and electrical power consumption are also represented for
different waypoints.

friction. One wheel does not roll, which means it is only
affected by the friction, and the other one rolls at the same
velocity as it is moved by the walking motor, i.e. there is
no slip. Comparing both locomotion modes, there are an
interval in which the wheel-walking power consumption is
lower than using normal driving. In particular, wheel-walking
is the best choice if there is a high friction coefficient and
slip ratio, e.g. soft terrains as dunes or similar. However,
normal driving improves the power consumption in terrains
with low friction coefficient and slip ratio (µ ≤ 0.15), e.g.
rough terrains. Moreover, when the friction coefficient is
too low (µ ≤ 0.05), power consumption in wheel-walking
tends to infinite because of the wheel sliding, e.g. rover on
ice. Finally, maximum motors power should be taken into
account because they could saturate and do not reach the
required power.
B. Path planning
A customized simulation environment was used to test the
performance of the implemented path planning algorithm.
It is composed of a ROS architecture that connects several
nodes, each one responsible of various control layers to
command the rover. One of these nodes is the responsible of
the implementation of the proposed Fast Marching algorithm.
On the other hand, a ROS node is connected to the VREP simulation software, which uses Vortex as its Object
Dynamics Engine (ODE). So, a virtual Martian scene and
the ExoteR rover were integrated within the simulation environment. Such scene was created using a DEM obtained from
HiRISE. This repository provides high resolution images
from the surface of Mars using a camera system [14]. A
80x80m DEM showing the peak of the Husband Hill was
extracted from [15]. This place is interesting because it is
situated in Gusev Crater, which was traversed once by the
Spirit rover.
With the aim of testing the rover performance in different
terrains, in which the use of both locomotion modes may
be mandatory, the scene presents two types of terrain, soft

and rough. Parameters of these terrains have been fixed
from Table II. The soft terrain is distributed along the
surface with the form of a hook as shown in Figure 3.
The rover determines the value of these parameters from a
matrix given beforehand, where each element indicates the
terrain parameters (µ and s) for each node in the grid, as
explained in Section III. An example of the estimation of
these parameters in a real world is explained in [11], where
it used a vision-based classifier.
The test consisted on going from a starting position
to a goal position in the scene, finding the optimal path
considering terrain features and the available locomotion
modes. The simulation was run twice considering two cases:
the first one with only the normal driving locomotion mode
(Path A); and the second one where the rover was able to
use both locomotion modes (Path B), as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the potential fields of W using the Fast
Marching algorithm for the two previously defined cases:
Path A and B. In Figure 4.a can be clearly appreciated how
the planned path avoids an area with high power consumption
using only normal driving. Conversely, figure 4.b shows how
the use of wheel-walking allows finding a path whose cost is
lower than the previous case (92.8 Wh for path B and 155.1
Wh for path A).
At last, a demonstration video is attached to this paper.
It shows the developed simulation environment in V-REP
software. First, a goal position is chosen. Later on, the
optimal path plan is calculated using the described method
and models, and finally, the path is performed by the ExoTeR
rover.

TABLE II: Terrain parameters
Terrain model
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µ
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show there are some cases in which it would better to use a
less efficient locomotion mode in order to traverse a shorter
distance, and therefore, improve the total power consumption
during the path.
Finally, dynamics models would be extended to take into
account more parameters related to the rover and terrain
features. Moreover, defined models should be compared with
obtained measurements from the real rover ExoTeR. On the
other hand, although the proposed path planning algorithm
has demonstrated promising results for both locomotion
modes, it would be extended to take into account more
parameters in the function cost, e.g. hazards, solar radiation
exposure, etc. These issues are proposed as future works.

0

(b) Driving and wheel-walking modes (Path B)

Fig. 4: Potential Fields of W obtained when using only
normal driving (a) or both driving and wheel-walking (b).
Lighter colors on the surface represents a higher cost.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes dynamics models for two locomotion
modes with the aim of demonstrate which one is the best,
in terms of power consumption, depending on the terrain
features. Result of simulations, for a particular rover (ExoTeR), shows that a low friction coefficient and slip ratio
recommends the use of a normal driving locomotion. However, if the friction coefficient and slip ratio get increased,
wheel-walking consumes less power than driving. The choice
between both locomotion modes is determined by the rover
dynamics configuration.
On the other hand, a path planning algorithm, based
on Fast Marching, has been used to generate a path that
takes into account both locomotion modes and the best one
depending on the terrain features. Performed simulations
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